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use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
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no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those

AND FINALLY

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and

of its readers.

You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. let us know
what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have any ideas

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.

about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or don’t like
about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to You” or to

No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.

the Editor direct at…….
—————————————————————

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

EDITORIAL
budget!) but would really like to be able to produce ‘blended’ photo collages
As mentioned elsewhere in this Newsletter, we now have ‘links’. No. No! Not

with text that follows the outline of the pictures (or selected parts of the

a sea-side golf course! As a Club we’d have to be a lot richer than we are

subject areas) rather than following the oblong frames. Had I been able to do

and membership fees would have to ‘go through the roof’. I mean we now

this, then Dominic’s article (page 4) would have looked very different, for

have links to the “www” ether thingy via any web sites appearing in the

example!

Newsletter. In truth, we’ve had them for some time but they just haven’t been
reliable enough to tell you about them! Now they are ……… hopefully.

Anyone ‘out there’ who would like to teach this ‘old dog’ a few new tricks?

I’ve no doubt that some of you have been ‘clicking’ away for months and this

Of course, all the above is restricted by the size of file I can send out to you,

is not news to you……but to computer illiterates like me, this ranks as a

even in .pdf format. There are many providers of e-mail services who set a

‘quantum leap’!

10Mb ceiling (or less) on document size. I am restricted to a 15Mb file size
when sending a document. I could ‘up-grade’ at a cost, as could you, but I’m

So folks, ‘click’ away to your heart’s content. Explore the “www” thingies

not prepared to do that. This is a free Newsletter - for me to send and you to

we’ve now got links to, but, don’t forget to come back to this Newsletter

receive, at no cost to either party. End of.

when you’ve explored the ‘thingy’ bit!
Some things will never change for as long as I edit and produce this
I have to admit that it does add an extra dimension to the Newsletter which I

Newsletter.

took some persuading to include.
I’m aware that there are other ways for everyone to ‘download’ the
You don’t have to call me a ‘Luddite’ ….. I recognise all the signs of that

Newsletter. They, undoubtedly, allow for far greater file sizes. They may even

particular affliction within me without any prompting …… but I am beginning

allow greater freedom in choices of file format. Those, however, are avenues

to feel that some kind of curtain has been raised!

that will not be used! The Newsletter is produced as a personal document. It
is written and produced for you and will continue to be delivered to you.

Which leads me into thinking, “Where next?” and “How do I do it?”

Personally! Whatever ‘improvements’ and changes to style that may be
made, they will not be made at the expense of the present means by which

I’ve looked at other web sites and envy their ability to ‘click’ on any photo to

you receive your Newsletter.

enlarge it. I realise that this Newsletter is not a web site, it is a .pdf
document, but wouldn’t it be great if we could do this without going through

The latter is my promise to you.

the “view” and then “enlarge” options at the top of our screens? I’m ‘all ears’
to anyone who can tell me how this could be done! If it can be done.

However, you have to play your part! In order for me to uphold my end, you
have to ensure that you have enough ‘space’ to receive your Newsletter! I

I’m also mindful of the fact that this Newsletter has appeared in the same

get several ‘rejections’ every month and, consequently, have to spend time

format for a couple of years now and was hardly ‘state of the art’ when it was

re-sending the Newsletter because the recipient doesn’t have the room for

introduced, let alone now! It’s, perhaps, time to move on from the two

the document.

column presentation (which is OK for information articles?). If anyone ‘out
there’ has any ideas as to how presentation of this Newsletter could be

Please, please, please. Do your ‘house-keeping’ and clear out any

brought more into the C21, again, I’m ‘all ears’!

unwanted, redundant e-mails from your ‘in box’ regularly.

The original document is ‘assembled’ using ‘Pages’ on my iMac and then

It really wouldn’t be the same if I didn’t have a grump about something, now

converted to .pdf format for e-mailing. I have limited resources (and a limited

would it?

Enjoy the read.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group
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THE GRAND CANYON RAILWAY
Dominic Emery

Williams Depot

My girlfriend was planning our trip around California, Arizona and Nevada
including a visit to the Grand Canyon. She told me to have a look at the
PC monitor. She had found that a railway ran up to the south rim of the
Canyon!

At that moment I started taking more of an interest in our holiday planning!
The motel was booked and so was a trip on the train. The ticket prices
range from $65 up to a staggering $219 for the round trip. I will leave it up

Harriman Pullman Car

bring out minerals but this did not
work out. At the same time tourism
was building up and the train journey
was much faster than any stage
coach. An hotel was built at the south
rim in 1905 followed by the Depot
(station) at Williams in 1908. The all
wooden Depot at the south rim
followed in 1909-1910. It’s one of
only three all wooden depot buildings
left in the USA and the only one still
being used as a station.

Eventually the line didn't carry
enough passengers and closed in
1968 only to be bought and done up
Pullman interior

to be re-opened again in 1989. The
Railway is now owned by Xanterra
Parks & Resorts who also own the Hotels in Williams and the south rim
offering combined holidays for visitors. The railway keeps around 50,000 cars
a year out of the National Park.

The experience itself starts in Williams with a cowboy show while the train is
reversed into the platform. Every coach has its own guide who are there the
whole journey explaining different things.

We even had live music as a couple came through singing and playing
instruments!

to readers to guess which tickets we bought! Our coach was a
refurbished Harrimann style Pullmann car from 1923, withdrawn
from service in 1984 and bought for use on the Grand Canyon
Railway.

The Railway runs from Williams, Arizona 65 miles virtually due
North to the southern rim of the Grand Canyon National Park. If you
don't have a Park pass then you do get charged the Park fee.

Williams was on the old Route 66 but, more importantly, it was also
on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad who built
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the line to the Grand Canyon. At first it was hoped to

Grand Canyon Depot

Full vista Budd car

locos was a generator car used to provide power to the
coaches. We had windows we could open and flip over
seats.

F40FH (ex Amtrak)
No 239

Generator Car
Our 13 coach train was made up our Pullman and various Budd coaches

Short vista
Budd car

All other coaches had air conditioning.

F40FH (ex Amtrak) No 295

Standard Budd passenger car

with and without observation domes. At the front end were 2 ex. Amtrak
F40PH 3,000 hp numbers 239 and 295, they have both been rebuilt with
lower gearing and are now F40FH models with a much better tractive effort
and a lower speed of 65mph instead of 100 mph. The speeds on the line are
between 30 and 40 mph …… so speed is not a problem! Directly behind the

5

Having left the Depot we passed sidings full of rakes of
coaches and a rake of ballast wagons on our left, on the right

“Polar Express” car at Williams

we had the BNSF line which was separated in the Depot
confines by a high fence. The line curves to the left and heads
north. This curve forms part of a triangle which they use to
turn the train around. That way the parlour car with its balcony
is always at the back. We pass the engine sheds and
workshops on the right with a good display of vintage diesels
on show. The Railway has 6 operational diesels and 2
operational steam engines. The countryside is for a large part
of the journey boring, being wide open prairie until we reached
Coconino Canyon with its pinion pine forests where we follow
the course of a dried river bed with tight curves and small
trestle bridges and nearly always in a cutting which made it very difficult to

also now been converted and there are plans to run a double header with
No. 4960 in August 2016.

film the train going around the curves. On reaching the Grand Canyon
Village the train pulls in to the turning triangle and reverses into the station
and the last 2 coaches are uncoupled to allow the train to pull forward sightly

It’s the only Railway I have been on where all the track workers wave to the
passengers on the train!

and make a gap for the passengers to cross the tracks to the station and the
steps up to the hotel and Canyon itself. Here in the Station is the semiretired steam engine number 29, a class SC3 built in 1906 by ALCO and

Static 3 truck Shay at Williams

rNo 29 at Grand Canyon

restored in 2004 at a cost of over $ 1 million and taking 26,000 man-hours of
labour.
No 539 at Williams
To stop anyone getting bored on the way back to Williams a gang of train
robbers on horses ride up to and stop the train and then coming through and
robbing the passengers.

After they have left with their takings the Marshal comes through the
coaches searching for the bandits. Its all good fun especially for the kids.
Arriving at Williams we drove straight into the Depot platform which surprised
our lady driver as usually the train reverses in to the platform.

The Railway run one steam train with a diesel coupled behind on
the first Saturday of the month. This is usually pulled by No.4960
built in 1923 by the Baldwin Locomotive Works in Philadelphia. It
operated on the Midwestern Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
railroad until the late 50's. Its first run on the Grand Canyon line
was in 1996. No. 4960 was converted in 2009 to run on waste

The website for more Information is

“www.thetrain.com”

vegetable oil coming from the hotels, restaurants and
food outlets. According to the website, No. 29 has
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No! It’s not a two seater Segway. It’s a two
seater ……… erm ……….. seat.

WE’VE CAUGHT UP WITH TECHNOLOGY!!

It's judgement time.

Mike Hebblethwaite
How about these for 'Sulzer-bashing' ?
Your Newsletter has changed.

It’s caught up with the times!

Or is it more a case of the times having caught up with the Newsletter?

Who knows? Who cares? It’s what you can do now that matters!

For some time, the eagle eyed amongst you will have noticed that e-mail
addresses and web links have appeared in parenthesis (they have “speech
marks” before and after them!) and are, usually, underlined. Why? Because
for that same ‘some time’ I have been trying to transfer embedded links into
the .pdf format copy of the Newsletter you receive and it’s not been entirely
successful ……. until now.

I could get it to work reliably on my iMac but could not do the same on my
pc. But now, hallelujah, it seems to work on both systems!

You can now click away to your heart’s content on any link and it should
work ……… fingers crossed!

It’s official.

WE GOT LINKS!

Now what possible projects could the 12” to the foot people have in mind?
Any ideas?

Technology? Pah. Piece of cake!

If you've got any 'techie' ideas that might help this Newsletter keep up with
the times, please let me know, and if any of you 'out there' have any ideas
about improving presentation, I'd love to hear from you.......the Newsletter's
getting to look a bit 'old fashioned’, a bit like me! - Ed

FULL SCALE 'KIT-BASHING'?
Alek Adamski and Mike Hebblethwaite

We all know about railway modellers never really being satisfied with
something 'straight out of the box'. We always seem to want to turn it into
something else .......... you know, add that detail that was only present on a
particular loco, add the snow plough the manufacturer omitted to include,
change the colour scheme or, even, go the whole hog and simply rip the
model apart because some piece of it (usually the chassis, but not always! Ed) is ideally suited for a completely different model.

And, as you can see, this particular wagon comes with complete underbody
detail and a separate load. Ooops! Never mind. We’ll clear that up later. The
weathering is a particularly nice feature and was added some time after the
wagon was built. All kinds of dusts were tried such as coal, lime, kaolin and

That's what railway modellers do!

so on, but what we found was leaving the wagon outdoors for 30 years or
more produced some great rust and weathering effects………….

And we've all got boxes of left over bits to prove it.
Have you got a ‘tongue-in-cheek’ sense of humour? Why not send in a photo
The question is, are we mimicking reality, what goes on in the real world, or

and comments? - Ed

does reality take a leaf out of our book and indulge in full-scale 'kit-bashing'?
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MY VISIT TO FRIENDS IN MACCLESFIELD - PART 2
Udo Pfannkuche (with additions from Mike Hebblethwaite and Neil Fraser)

(You may remember from last month’s issue that Udo visited our part of the
world and a very welcome guest he was too. For his first two days he was
hosted by Shaun but on Friday evening, after visiting the Club and The
Dolphin, he was left in my charge………Mike)
Friday evening saw me at the Macclesfield model railroad group, where I
met many club members and had some nice chats. Mike, as my next host,
took care of me from then on and so we ended up in his living room, trying to
empty his stock of Guinness.
(Being a responsible host, of course, I had stocked up on Udo's favourite
tipple - what I hadn’t planned was staying up ’til 4.00am and a seriously
depleted stock of Guinness! - Mike)
I am also interested in trams, so we decided to visit the Crich Tramway
Museum. With Neil as a walking railroad lexicon we spent a good day out
there riding trams, looking at the tram vehicles displayed in the big shed, and

I bought a 7 mm
tower car kit for
my model tram
line at home. I
never expected
to find so many
different tram
cars there,
almost all of
them in
operational
order.
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One very
impressive
feature shown at
the museum was
the 'auto-switching’ of collecting poles. At the tram's terminus the
overhead wire was hung in a triangle enabling the collecting pole
to travel back and forth from the reversing tram car and thus

turning the overhead pole to the new traveling direction. Ingenious solution,
isn't it?

(After a long day, the return journey to Macclesfield was uneventful but, of
course, had to involve a ‘fuel stop’ at Wetherspoons! Following a relatively
quick meal, it was back to my house for Udo and I and more ‘Guinness
stock depletion’! We, needless to say, called it a day at a much more
sensible time. The evening meal and breakfast the next morning showed
no diminution of Udo’s liking for either pepper or HP brown sauce!! - Mike)

plenty of opportunities to photograph the preservation railroad's steam and

After Mike and I had finished our breakfast we picked up Neil again in
Hazel Grove and drove to the East Lancashire Railway at Bury. We

diesel locomotives, which plied the line several times.

travelled the line’s total length and then took our time to see the railway's

(I can’t understand why Udo has made no mention of the bar at Bury
station. Perhaps it was just the thought of yet another Guinness! It really is
a welcome sight after a long day and the incredibly well stocked, real ale
bar has a great choice of beers to meet everyone’s taste …….. and at
sensible prices! - Mike)
For information on the railway, follow the link below:museum. It hosted several very old freight cars, but the focus was on
buses, old Range Rovers, and tractors. This afternoon provided us with

“www.eastlancsrailway.org.uk"
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OVER TO YOU (1)
Dear Mike,

I am just writing to thank you all for your warm welcome last night on my long
overdue first visit to the present MMRG Clubrooms. When I arrived at 8.00
pm, literally in the dark, this was my first night-time foray into the Gunco
Lane district of Macclesfield for more years than I care to remember. The
area even brought back fond memories of train spotting at Sutton Crossing
in the school holidays, during which I was in the habit of buying home-made
‘Vimto' lollies for a penny from a corner shop on (I think?) Coronation Street.
Having consumed one of those, I sported a purple tongue and lips for
several hours. A great preparation for Halloween, but I dread to think what
carcinogens were a vital part of Vimto in those days.

Enough of the reminiscences. It was a pleasure to see where all the hard
work is done, not to mention where all the debate takes place about what
should be done! I hope I did not put a jinx on proceedings, since when I left
a number of you were still scratching your heads over an intermittent fault on
Purgatory Peak. I was expecting a plate to be passed round for
contributions towards an emergency repatriation of Neil from Switzerland.

Overall, I was impressed by the facilities you have at the Clubrooms, and, as
ever, the high standard of modelling which takes place there. I hope it won't
be too long before we meet up again.
In the night Mike brought me to the hotel (Travel Lodge) very near to
Macclesfield railway station. With all the time tables and good advice from

Please give my regards to anyone who remembers me, including Alek

Mike and Neil my trip back home was quiet and proper.

Adamski, with whom I have corresponded recently.

(And what more could we do than round off the evening with a trip to ………

Kind regards,

yep! You guessed it! …… Wetherspoons. And how could we let Udo go
home empty handed? He was ceremoniously presented with ……………….

Vic Holland

a bottle of HP brown sauce!! - Mike)
Vic, as always, it was a pleasure to see you and we all look forward to
I thank Mike, Shaun, and Neil very much for all their attention and care.

seeing you again at our show in March, if not sooner. - Ed

These days were full of events and impressions and I brought back lots of
memories and pictures. The hospitality was grand and Mike and Shaun were

AN OPEN INVITATION

very generous.
Did you know that any reader of this Newsletter can visit the Club during our
Again, thank you guys for everything you gave me.

regular meetings and you have an ‘open invitation’ to do so.

Udo, it was our pleasure and we had a great time. We look forward to seeing

You are welcome to come and ‘have a nosey’ at the model railway projects

you again soon and especially look forward to seeing you at our annual

we are involved in, meet our Club members, seek advice about problems

show in March……….Mike, Neil and Shaun

you may be trying to resolve, try out your favourite ’00’ and/or ’N’ locos and
stock on our layouts ……….. there’s a host of reasons for you to visit!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

The Club is open every Monday and Friday evening (except Bank Holidays)
from 7.30 pm to 10.00 pm (ish).

“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 7LG

A small group of us also adjourn to ‘The Dolphin’ at the end of Club sessions
for a relaxing pint …… and I can think of a host of reasons why you might
like to join in! You are most welcome to.

01270 842400
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www.tridenttrains.co.uk

The Club rooms can be tricky to find, so contact me for directions.

ALAN’S ANTICS

1

Well my face must have been a picture – everybody stared at me and I just
shrugged my shoulders completely “discumknockerated”.
Upon disembarking at Jasper Station, I was told to report to the Station
Manager (the gentleman on my right) who I found, appropriately dressed,
outside the RM Office.
He was very pleasant and welcoming and informed me that I was to perform
a very important duty - of the “ALL ABOARD as the Whistle Blower.” Until
then all the passengers must wait behind the barriers before being allowed
onto the platform whist the train was being set-up…steps up to each
carriage…flags…red carpets – the works!.
So I said “Ah! - you want me to blow a whistle and shout All Aboard!”
He replied “Oh No.”….”Oh you want me to go in the Engine and blow the
Whistle?”

So, after carefully studying the photo, applying their ‘worldly knowledge’ and
tapping keyboards with fingers, what did our readers come up with as an
explanation of what Alan is doing? ……….
“Is this a darts game? Alan has to fire rubber suckered darts at a target using
the foot pump.” - name withheld by request, Ed
“If it’s a Canadian bagpipe, shouldn’t it be tucked under his arm?” - Mitch49
“Canadian bagpipe? Don’t be daft! It’s a mini springboard with rocket
boosters and the two guys are there to help Alan do a backward flip!” Eddie Haroldson
“It’s a 35mm to the foot, manually operated rocket launcher!” - Dave Warrel

He replied –“Not quite. When the time comes I will take you onto the
Platform to meet the Train Manager (the gentleman on my left) and you will
use our Whistle Blowing Machine – please don’t break it – it has to last us
until the end of October.” (Now I was worried).
“You are then in command of all the passengers – Approximately 360 – you
inform them - that as soon as you have blown the whistle, everybody shouts
ALL ABOARD, in unison, at the top of their voices”. (No Pressure then). The
passengers are then allowed to board, only, after my Wife and I had trod the
Red Carpet and boarded our carriage. (Blooming Royalty).

The trick is blowing the Whistle on this contraption without falling over – you
have to press quite hard, twice in quick succession to get the right sound –
only one attempt!!
Otherwise egg on face!!!!!!!

…….. and finally ………
“It is so obviously a porcupine quill repellant. When a porcupine fires its
quills at you, this device launches interceptor missiles!” - ‘The Mad
Hatter’ (aka Jim Rolands)

Well the Photograph speaks for itself – I was THE WHISTLE BLOWER!!
Apparently a quaint tradition at Jasper Station to get everyone ALL ABOARD
for the “Journey through the Clouds”.
So, if you’re going on the ROCKY MOUNTAINEER ———BEWARE!!!!!!!!!!!!

OK, you guys! I can be pretty ‘nuts’ at times, but you’ve got imaginations so
fertile, they should be ploughed! So what’s the real explanation? Over to
Alan ………….

2

As part of my wife’s Dream Holiday to Canada, I managed to convince her
that we should include the ROCKY MOUNTAINEER (RM).
Whilst staying at Jasper we were met by the RM rep to arrange our transfer
from the Hotel to the Station. She asked lots of questions as to why we had
chosen Canada and what were our reasons for choosing the RM…. I
informed her that it was our 44th Wedding Anniversary and that we were
both Railway enthusiast, having done some Rail based holidays with
Statesman Rail and Diamond Rail. Also, I said I was mad about Steam and
Heritage Railways and had recently joined MMRG with the intention of
building a Model railway, something of a lifelong ambition - now that I am
retired.
She then gave me something of a knowing look and said that I could be just
the person she is looking for and promptly left – saying: she looked forward
to seeing us in the morning for the Coach pick up.
Once on the Coach, on our way to the Station, the Rep made an
announcement – stating that we were celebrating our Wedding Anniversary
as part of our Holiday in Canada – clap/clap – and then went on to inform
everyone that upon arrival at Jasper Station for - Journey through the Clouds
- Mr Alan Ashton will be in Command before anybody is allowed to board the
train and that they must all follow my instructions to the letter!!

photo captions:1) left to right - Barry Crawford (Train Manager), Alan “Whistle Blower”
Ashton, Mike McDonald (Jasper Station Manager)
2) left to right - Bernada (Gold Leaf Hostess), Maureen (The C.O.!), Deanna
(Gold Leaf Hostess)
Information for the “Rocky Mountaineer” can be found via the following link:-

“www.rockymountaineer.com"
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‘PURGATORY PEAK’ GOES TO FOLKESTONE
Colin Moores (with additional material by Mike Hebblethwaite, Shaun
Horrocks, Steve Nixon and Neil Frazer)

I’d been asked by Shaun to help operate Purgatory Peak at the Folkestone
show. Having never operated a layout at an exhibition before, I jumped at
the chance.

It’s a long drag down to Folkestone, but with the Luton van loaded with PP,
Neil with Mike behind the wheel in the van, myself, Steve (Nixon) and Shaun
in his car, we were all set. With several breaks on our journey, it proved to be
not too arduous. We arrived in Folkestone bang on time.

No! The ‘gandy dancer’ is not being set up for one of those classic silent movie chases
………….mmmm, maybe we should have done that!

On Saturday we did some more preparation and were ready to start at ten
o’clock when the show opened and the public came in.

Done it! We got there safely and all in one piece. Mike, typically, tries to ‘pickle’ the other lung!

Rio Grande 480 toils past the station with a mixed goods train, bell clanging to warn the non-existent
passengers of its passing through!

I busied myself running trains around the loop and had a little fun with hoots,
bells and whooshes as the trains ran “on stage”. Well, for half an hour
anyway, and then the layout died! Something had caused a short circuit and
it took a little while for Neil to work out what it was. This was frustrating, but
when it was fixed, we again ran more trains. There were other issues, locos
seemed to be derailing on the top level and some locos stopping on the
lower loop. Not able to figure that out, the decision was made to re-level the
Quite a picturesque spot, really. Lovely weather, Calais clearly visible across the Channel (to the right
of this photo) ….. but not an ice cream van in sight. Oh, well. We weren’t there for the beach.

layout and test again before the show opened on Sunday morning.

The venue was the Leas Cliff Hall in Folkestone and, once we arrived, we

In the mean time we had a little time to freshen up before the Folkestone

were directed to the unloading area. This involved a lengthy reverse down a

MRG social……a gathering of exhibitors, one or two traders and several

steep, narrow road to the ‘lower’ exhibition hall. I can well understand, now,

Folkestone Club members. The Folkestone group put on a fine “do” with a

why the group chose a Luton van rather than using ‘Bertha’ and a trailer! We

three course meal, the main course being a carvery. This was, of course,

unloaded the layout and started setting up. What struck me most was the

washed down with liberal helpings of ‘real ale gravy’ ………… and not all of it

way the layout seemed to unfold with apparent ease, despite its length, with

on the plate!

the hardest part being getting it level. Once up, we ran some trains
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around then went for dinner and a well earned pint!

Whatever we thought, the viewing public thought differently. Purgatory
Peak did win best layout in show!

The one thing I noticed from the weekend is the genuine affection that the
regular crew have for this layout, I could see their disappointment when the
layout got awkward. Also I noticed that the people that paid to visit the show
showed either awe at the size and detail in the layout or appreciated the
supreme effort it took to create the work of art that is Purgatory Peak. No
one seemed to mind the “assistance” given to a loco to get it going again,
but then again, usually, something was moving somewhere and the layout

Heisler, no 14, hauls its short train of ore cars out of the exchange loop in preparation for its descent
of the second half of the ‘zig-zag’ behind the station and on to journey’s end in Oblivion. Meanwhile
loco 480 hauls its mixed goods train through the station

Sunday morning, we were down at the hall for nine; Shaun, Mike and Neil
taking various photos of Purgatory from different angles. We lowered and
levelled the top end and hoped for the best. The public came in and the day
began. The trains on the top level seemed to perform better but the lower
level locos needed help from the “hand of God” from time to time, there
were discussions about whether it was a track or electrical issue, but some
458 (another k27) works her way over the small trestle bridge before she trundles through the station
with her mixed train of box and cattle cars.

and locomotives are unique. Also the group, Steve in particular, were more
than happy to chat to viewers.

So, all in all, I had a fantastic weekend, getting to see another side of the
railway modelling hobby and exhibitions and thoroughly enjoyed it.
Hopefully I made a good impression and will get asked again.

Colin. There is no doubt that you will be asked again! Can’t say when
or where, but you were a valued member of the PP Group throughout
this weekend and, without doubt, “earned your spurs” and then some!

480 continues her journey past the loco shed. Are you sure the ‘gandy dancer’ isn’t set to go?? At
least we know now why it was waiting!

To anyone else reading this, you too could play your part. The ‘PP’
team is a very active group and would welcome involvement at any

locomotives would make it over the offending crossing and some wouldn’t

level. If you think you’d like to be involved, why not call in to the Club

and the issue affected trains in both directions. We consigned ourselves to

one night and ‘check us out’?

the fact that we would be unlikely to get best in show and just enjoyed the
rest of the day.

I did manage to get away from the layout from time to time and the quality
of layouts in the rest of the show was really good. A narrow gauge layout

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

with radio control was one, the layout that came in a backpack (009) literally
unfolding to show a battery powered ww1 scene. I found some N gauge

0161 928 5940

layouts, one of which (Union Mill) I’d seen in one of the magazines a few

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

years ago but was so much better in the flesh. On the Sunday I bought a
few items. Folkestone put on a good show in a fantastic venue!
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OVER TO YOU (2)
And this one!

Mike
Have I sent you this ?

Oh, dear. Found another!

If not I will make up an article about it.
Will need to take more pics - just have not had the time as yet.

Just goes to show that I need to ‘get on top’ of my e-mails!!
It pulled a 50ft long pre dropping train with ease.

I’ve also ‘unearthed’ your photos of ‘Lakeside Station’ which feature on

Wait to hear.

another page (page 17) of this Newsletter!

Pat

Ed

Hi back!
Great picture of the ‘G1’ Garrett and, no, I’ve only had one other picture

Hi Mike

which was published last month! If you’d like to put an article together about
this loco, I’m sure that our readers would love to hear all about it. It, truly, is a

Just to let you know that I read the NEWSLETTER every month and look

monster!

forward to it ‘dropping’ into my in-tray. A great read!

I don’t have the space at home to build my own permanent model railway
but I do enjoy, very much, reading about others who have their own.

Have any of your readers got the same problem as me? Have they built a
model railway in a small space that can be packed away when not being
used?

I would really like to get involved in the hobby but don’t know how I can do it
in a limited space. Can any of your readers help me?
Oops! Sorry.
It would be fantastic to think that the ‘world of railway modelling’ was really
You did send in this one, which I didn’t publish.

there to help the likes of me. I’m interested in ‘modern image’ and have a
few ’00’ Bachmann and Hornby diesels I’d love to ‘play’ with.

I’ve heard about ‘shunting planks’ but don’t really know what they are. Has
anyone got a simple track plan that I could start with? I’ve got a space I can
manage of about 12’ x 3’, but it would need to be free when the model
railway is not in use.

Hope you can help

Simeon
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It’s over to you guys. Can anyone help Simeon? Ed

YES, EVEN MAJOR RAILWAYS …….
Mike Hebblethwaite
So, you think your track-laying’s bad! If you think your stock ‘wobbles’ a bit
too much on your branch line cast an eye on this Santa Fe offering. I don’t

Sorry, yet another example! This time from the Maumee and Western
Railroad (granted, not a major player) but it does have that ‘back woodsie’

know what the maximum ‘tilt’ angle is for this particular loco (SD45?), but I
venture to bet that the driver is more worried about it than I am!

flavour even if it is based in Ohio!

Maybe track maintenance is more your ‘thing’. Judging by the rust on the top

And, finally, a trestle bridge that I would’t like to be crossing any time soon!

of these rails, they have not been used for some time. The invasion of

This seems to take ‘lack of maintenance’ to a whole new level!

undergrowth would suggest the same. This line, however, is still in
‘occasional use’!!
Well, that’s the result of my internet ‘trawling’! It took me around one hour.
OK. The examples shown so far have all been American, which is somewhat

Could you spare one hour? It would be great for someone, anyone, to take

unfair, there are bad examples of track maintenance the world over …………

on this page!

but one more ‘dig’ won’t go amiss!!
Could you give me a one hour break from this Newsletter? Ed
If Peco ever produced points (turn outs) like the one in this photo ……………
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A ‘BOX-SHIFTER’ WITH A DIFFERENCE

CAN YOU RECOMMEND A GOOD MODEL SHOP?

Tony Hallett
Have you come across a model shop that has impressed you for any
I recently visited The Model Centre at Beck Hole near Pickering. TMC, which

reason? And if it did, why did it impress you? Was it the amount and variety

began life at the Trafford Centre, is widely advertised and known for its

of stock it carried, its excellent service, knowledgable and/or helpful staff, a

weathered rolling stock. There was indeed a few hundred thousand pounds

reliable and customer friendly mail order service or, simply, the welcome you

of custom-dirtied trains from several manufacturers and in numerous scales:

were given?

something for everyone, if you like.
Ours is not a cheap hobby and, depending upon scale and/or obscurity, can
They also had a very substantial stock of pristine material so you could build

be downright expensive! Why should we spend our hard-earned money in a

a complete sophisticated railway from their supplies……they don’t only sell

model shop if it offers nothing in return? It doesn’t take much effort to offer a

engines and rolling stock!

real welcome to customers and, let’s face it, first impressions do count for so
much.

It is a shop to spend hours browsing in.
If you have come across a model shop that serves the railway modelling
We were made welcome, and tea was freely offered whilst we browsed. Staff

community well, please recommend it to other readers. Good model shops

were helpful, and offered ideas sensibly. They have a substantial on-line

deserve our support and we can’t do that if we don’t know about them!

catalogue, and mail-order is the mainstay of their business, as Beck Hole is
quite isolated; most visitors reach it by car, though walkers can stroll from

The greatest compliment you can pay a good model shop is to recommend it

the nearby North Yorkshire Moors Railway.

to others.

As Tony has done, it only needs for you to explain (briefly!) why you think
It’s well worth a visit so take your credit card with you! Check opening times,

your recommended shop is good. If you can add a photo or two, that would

though, as it’s a long way to go!

be great. If you can, please include contact details (helpful, but not essential)
as they can save me hours of ‘trawling’. It is also good if you can include a

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

contact name (the proprietor!) because, as a matter of courtesy, I contact the
shop, where ever possible, and include them on our mailing list for as long

“THE MODEL CENTRE”

as the recommendation stands ………. hopefully for some time!

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire, YO22 5LF
Recommended model shops do not, necessarily, have to be in the UK. Many

01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

of you over the past two or three years will have seen the ‘Caboose Hobbies’
(Denver, USA) panel. Unfortunately, Caboose Hobbies is no longer trading,
but their ‘panel’ was well deserved whilst they were.

Great to have a new recommendation, Tony.

Some of you model the ‘Continental’ scene, some ‘American’ and I know of
at least one individual who has a ‘Chinese’ layout. Where do you guys get

Beck Hole is in a very popular tourist area and is quite near to the North

your models? Do you have reliable, efficient and ‘affordable’ sources for your

Yorkshire Moors Railway station at Goathland. There was also a very good

models? Would you recommend them?

model shop at Grosmont next to the level crossing. I don’t know if this shop
still exists, perhaps our readers may have more up-to-date information.

Some of you use British outline Hornby, Bachmann, etc for “00”, Graham
Farish, Dapol, etc for “N”. Where do you buy your models? Do you get ‘good

However, The Model Centre’s web site is well worth having a look at ……

service’?

simply click on the web address in the panel above for the link…. they
already have an excellent reputation for their ‘weathered’ locos and stock.

Let us know and we can tell others!

The ‘Birch Hall Inn’ in Beck Hole is also well worth a visit - especially if you
have walked from Goathland station!

More information about the pub and Beck Hole can be found at :-

“beckhole.info"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646

Ed
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www.cheshiremods.org.uk

GAUGE 1 NEWS

THANK YOU, MACCLESFIELD EXPRESS

Pat Honey

The Macclesfield Express kindly included an article about the Club and its
search for information about Macclesfield Central and Hibel Road stations
for the ’N’ Gauge project. This appeared in Wednesday, 12 October edition.

It’s great to know that our local paper is prepared to support our Club in this
way. Not only is it good in the sense that it highlights our need for historical

Lakeside station is now complete and is fully illuminated!

information, it also puts the Club ‘in the public mind’. We may not (yet) have
had much response with regard to historical information, but we have been
contacted by others (for very different reasons) who were made aware of the
Daylight is, perhaps, not the best time to photograph working lamps

Club’s existence as a result of seeing this article.

And that leads me into a whole ‘new’ area of thought!

It would be fair to say that, amongst our existing Committee and
membership, we do not have the ‘communication skills’ to capitalise on this
recent article. It’s all very well having a ‘one-off, hit’ article that generates
public awareness, but how do we keep and maintain that awareness?

If you have any ideas about how this could be done, how best to approach
the local press, how we could promote the Club, then please get in touch.
outdoors, but the ‘hawk-eyed’ amongst you should be able to make out that

You can contact me through :-

all lamps are lit!

This is a model railway I keep promising to visit. One day soon, Pat! - Ed

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

Mike Hebblethwaite - Editor
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A PROBLEM ON THE TRACK?

THE LAST WORD
What can I say? Yet another edition finished. I do hope you have enjoyed the
read and found something in this edition that interests you.

And, so, to the ‘last word’ …………

As you are already aware, I am sure, next month contains that period widely
known as ‘Christmas’ and, as has been the case in previous years, your
Newsletter may contain references to it!

Also in keeping with previous December issues, content and articles may not
be entirely serious either!

You could help to make December’s issue a real ‘Christmas Cracker’! How?
Simply by sending in …….

Mmmmm. We’ve all heard that leaves on the rails can cause problems ……..
especially when they are still attached to the tree!

1)

any Christmassy jokes

2)

a scan of your favourite, humorous Christmas card

3)

a Christmas wish for you …. there will be a ‘Dear Santa ..’ page

4)

a personal/general Christmas greeting (Over to You)

5)

a Christmas/railway related short story or article

6)

puzzles and games for our younger railway modellers

In fact almost anything that you think may ‘tickle’ readers and help to make next
month’s issue a real Christmas special.

Thinking caps on.

Have you got anything you would like to contribute?

We should be able to accommodate a 20/22 page issue, once converted to .pdf
Now this is taking ‘leaves’ to the extreme!

format, so why not make my job of editing a bit of a challenge by sending in as
much as you can!!

In the meantime, draw up your Christmas wish lists, dig out the Christmas
stockings, up-date your Christmas card list and keep your credit card handy!

’Til next month, enjoy your hobby and keep safe and well.

Mike Hebblethwaite

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
And, in order to know whether or not there is a problem on the track, you
may first have to find the track!!
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Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

